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Abstract

In theory the width of the quasi-perpendicular bow shock ramp is on the scale of a few electron inertial lengths, but as this work

will show the quasi-perpendicular bow shock at Mars is often wider. This is important because it implies that the conditions at

Mars create a behaviour at the shock which cannot be described by current theory. Furthermore, the width could affect processes

at the shock such as energy transfer of the ions and their subsequent thermalization. To investigate the cause of the width, two

sets of quasi-perpendicular bow shock crossings measured by MAVEN are compared, one of unusual width (average 370 km or

5r$ {gi}$), and one of typical width (average 30 km or 0.7r$ {gi}$). These sets are labeled wide and thin shocks respectively.

It is seen that the wide shocks have no distinct overshoot and have a higher level of magnetic field fluctuations than the thin

shocks. Factors that are known to affect the standoff distance, such as the magnetosonic Mach number and mass loading of the

solar wind by planetary species, were found not to affect the width of the bow shock. It is found that the temperature of the

solar wind plasma increases more as it passes through a wide than a thin shock, indicating that ions are thermalized to a larger

extent than at thin shocks. The larger-than-predicted by theory width of the Martian quasi-perpendicular bow shock indicate

that there are conditions at Mars which we do not yet understand.
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Key Points:7

• The quasi-perpendicular bow shock at Mars is often wider than what is predicted8

by theory.9
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Abstract14

In theory the width of the quasi-perpendicular bow shock ramp is on the scale of15

a few electron inertial lengths, but as this work will show the quasi-perpendicular bow16

shock at Mars is often wider. This is important because it implies that the conditions17

at Mars create a behaviour at the shock which cannot be described by current theory.18

Furthermore, the width could affect processes at the shock such as energy transfer of the19

ions and their subsequent thermalization. To investigate the cause of the width, two sets20

of quasi-perpendicular bow shock crossings measured by MAVEN are compared, one of21

unusual width (average 370 km or 5rgi), and one of typical width (average 30 km or 0.7rgi).22

These sets are labeled wide and thin shocks respectively. It is seen that the wide shocks23

have no distinct overshoot and have a higher level of magnetic field fluctuations than the24

thin shocks. Factors that are known to affect the standoff distance, such as the magne-25

tosonic Mach number and mass loading of the solar wind by planetary species, were found26

not to affect the width of the bow shock. It is found that the temperature of the solar27

wind plasma increases more as it passes through a wide than a thin shock, indicating28

that ions are thermalized to a larger extent than at thin shocks. The larger-than-predicted29

by theory width of the Martian quasi-perpendicular bow shock indicate that there are30

conditions at Mars which we do not yet understand.31

1 Introduction32

The bow shock is the first interaction region between the supersonic solar wind and33

the magnetosphere. Solar system bow shocks are important both for their role as lab-34

oratories from which we can extrapolate information on astrophysical shocks, and for their35

role in the evolution of planetary magnetospheres. In our solar system bow shocks have36

been identified for planets such as Earth, Mars and Venus as well as for comets, how-37

ever the nature of the bow shock is different for these. At objects such as Earth (Behannon,38

1968) and Jupiter (Valek et al., 2017) the bow shock is created in the interaction between39

the solar wind and the global magnetic field of the planet. For other bodies with no global40

magnetosphere, the bow shock is created in the interaction between the solar wind and41

the ionosphere, the magnetosphere of such objects we call induced magnetospheres (Luhmann42

et al., 2004). The bow shock is the boundary between the solar wind and the magne-43

tosheath, where the magnetosheath is a region of pile-upped magnetic field where par-44

ticles has slowed to subsonic speeds (Parks, 2015). Since the shock is created in the in-45

teraction with the ionosphere, the stand-off distance (distance from planet to shock) is46

shorter than for shocks which are created in the interaction of a strong global dipole field47

(Earth, Jupiter etc). Therefore the shock at Mars is smaller than that at for example48

Earth, and has a larger curvature radius. This affects the interaction of the solar wind49

and the shock, as the shock cannot be considered planar to the same extent as at Earth50

(Farris & Russell, 1994).51

A possible consequence of this larger curvature radius is the width of the quasi-perpendicular52

bow shock seen at Mars. The quasi-perpendicular bow shock is typically a much thin-53

ner boundary than its quasi-parallel counterpart. The shock is called quasi-perpendicular54

where the angle between the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) and the normal of the55

shock, θbn, is 45
◦ < θbn < 90◦ (Balogh & Treumann, 2013) (for a comparison between56

the quasi-perpendicular bow shock and a quasi-parallel bow shock see Appendix A). The57

quasi-perpendicular shock typically consists of a foot, a ramp, and an overshoot (Bale58

et al., 2005). The foot of the shock is created when ions are reflected at the shock and59

then accelerated parallel to the shock by the convective electric field of the solar wind.60

They constitute a current, which creates an increase in the magnetic field per Ampère’s61

law. They gyrate less than an ion gyroradius before returning to the shock, which sets62

the thickness of the foot (Balikhin et al., 1995; Burne et al., 2021). The ramp is a cur-63

rent layer which gives rise to the change in the magnetic field. It is the thinnest struc-64
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ture of the shock, being a few electron inertial lengths wide (Newbury et al., 1998; le Roux65

et al., 2000; Hobara et al., 2010; Burne et al., 2021). Lastly there is the overshoot which66

is created due to the electrons being affected by the E×B-drift along the shock, with67

the ions being unaffected due to the negligible width of the layer compared to the ion68

gyroradius. This once again constitutes a current, which causes an increase in the mag-69

netic field; this increase is the overshoot. The width of the overshoot is on the scale of70

a few proton convected gyroradii (Burne et al., 2021).71

At Mars however, the quasi-perpendicular bow shock often defies these predictions.72

The quasi-perpendicular bow shock at Mars is often wide, with a less discernible foot73

and overshoot. This is important because it implies that the conditions at Mars creates74

a behaviour at the shock which cannot be described by the above theory. Furthermore,75

the width could affect processes at the shock such as energy transfer of the ions and their76

subsequent thermalization. In this study 12 wide quasi-perpendicular bow shocks cross-77

ings have been chosen to be studied in more detail, in order to ascertain a possible cause78

of the widening. Given that the curvature radius possibly affects the width, parameters79

which affect the stand-off distance have been studied, since a larger stand-off distance80

implies less curvature. The magnetosonic Mach number has also been found to have an81

impact on bow shock stand-off distance at Mars with Edberg et al. (2010) finding that82

an increase in MMS cause a decrease in bow shock altitude, with the relation being lin-83

ear. Furthermore they found that at higher Mach numbers the bow shock showed more84

flaring. The relationship between bow shock location and MMS was found to be simi-85

lar to that at Venus, where a linear relationship has previously been found.86

Another possible cause can be seen at the bow shocks of comets. Neubauer et al.87

(1993) found that bow shocks at comets often are wider and more gradual than that seen88

at planets, which is believed to be due to mass loading. Wide quasi-perpendicular bow89

shocks have been observed at comet Halley by the Giotto spacecraft (Coates, 1995). Due90

to the low gravity of the comet, the coma extends far around the comet and affects the91

solar wind far upstream from the comet. Due to the similarities between Mars and comets,92

such as the ratio of the gyroradius compared to the scale of the system, and an extended93

exosphere due to weak gravitational forces, it would be possible that something similar94

could affect the Martian bow shock.95

In this paper we study 12 wide quasi-perpendicular events in detail, and compare96

these with 13 thin quasi-perpendicular bow shock crossing events. We assess whether97

MMS , a factor that affect the stand-off distance, also affect the width, and we examine98

whether the location on the bow shock, such as closer to the nose or the flank, affect the99

width. Since wide bow shocks have been seen at comets due to mass loading, the upstream100

ion density have been studied to see if mass loading is more present for wide bow shocks.101

Finally, we hypothesize that there will be more time for thermalization of ions at the wide102

ramps. Therefore the ion temperature has been investigated to see if the ions at wide103

shocks are thermalized to a larger extent than at thin shocks. Specifically, we investi-104

gate whether there is a larger difference between upstream and downstream ion temper-105

ature for the wide events than for thin events.106

2 Methodology, Data and Implementation107

To investigate the cause for the width, 12 wide quasi-perpendicular events and 13108

thin quasi-perpendicular events have been studied. The start and end times for these109

events can be found in Tables. B1 and B2 in Appendix B. The amount of events was110

limited by time constraints of the analysis of each event, where a larger amount of events111

would have been impractical for in-depth analysis. There were several criteria in the event112

selection. The wide events had to have a width greater than 200 km, have a discernible113

start and end, no large upstream amplitude fluctuations such that reformation of the shock114

is not mistaken for width (Madanian et al., 2020), and that the angle between the IMF115
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and the normal of the shock, θbn, had to be larger than 65◦, such that they were quasi-116

perpendicular. Furthermore, the ramp would appear wide were the spacecraft to travel117

along the shock. Therefore only events where the spacecraft travelled along the normal118

of the bow shock were chosen (with a maximum deviation of 30◦). The criteria for the119

thin events were the same, except their widths had to be less than 100 km. The times120

for the wide and thin events can be found in Table B1 and B2 respectively. Thus, the121

width is a criterion for the classification, and we examine the difference in other prop-122

erties of the wide and thin bow shocks.123

To investigate whether causes which increase stand-off distance also affect width,124

the Magnetosonic mach number, MMS and position of each crossing was investigated125

and compared between the two sets of events. Furthermore, to investigate whether the126

abnormal width was caused by mass loading, the upstream density of protons, alpha par-127

ticles and atomic and molecular oxygen ions were similarly investigated and compared.128

Furthermore, the increased width of the shock gives more space for the particles be ac-129

celerated or decelerated by the potential drop at the shock, which raises the question of130

whether the shock width affects the thermalization at the shock. To this end the ion tem-131

perature was investigated to study whether the ions at wide shocks are thermalized to132

a larger extent than at thin shocks. The difference between the upstream and downstream133

temperature for all events were calculated, and then compared between the two sets.134

The data of the study is from the MAVEN spacecraft during its first dayside sea-135

son, 2014-11-16 to 2015-01-04. Magnetic field data was collected by the Magnetometer136

(MAG) (Connerney et al., 2015) onboard. MAG measures the vectorial magnetic field137

at a sampling frequency of 32 samples/s, and has a resolution of 0.05 nT. Ion data was138

measured by the Solar Wind Ion Analyzer (SWIA) (Halekas et al., 2015), a 2π non-mass139

electrostatic analyzer which provides onboard calculated moments. Care has been taken140

to not use data during the telemetry shift of the instrument which occurs at the bow shock.141

The onboard calculated second moment, i.e. the temperature, is calculated under the142

assumption that all ions are protons. The largest error is from alpha-particles, which due143

to their higher mass registers as higher energy particles, thereby raising the average tem-144

perature. To investigate how large this error is we have calculated our own temperature145

moment from the differential energy flux measured by SWIA, and manually removed the146

alpha particle energy range where they have been reasonably distinguished from the pro-147

tons. The resulting temperature has not varied significantly from the onboard calculated148

temperature, and we have therefore drawn the conclusion that the SWIA onboard cal-149

culated temperature moment can be trusted, and have used it in our study. The differ-150

ential particle flux of the electron energy spectra was measured by Solar Wind Electron151

Analyzer (SWEA) (Mitchell et al., 2016).152

The upstream ion density for specific ion populations was calculated using data from153

the Suprathermal and Thermal Ion Composition (STATIC) energy-mass electrostatic an-154

alyzer (McFadden et al., 2015). STATIC resolves 8 masses, 32 energies, 16 azimuthal and155

4 polar angles. From the differential particle flux the ion density, velocity and temper-156

ature were calculated as the 0th, 1st and 2nd moment of the velocity distribution func-157

tion respectively. All quantities are presented in the MSO coordinate system, where the158

positive x-axis points from Mars toward the sun, the y-axis is opposite the direction of159

Mars’ orbital motion, and the z-axis completes the right-handed system.160

As mentioned in the introduction, the angle between the IMF and the normal of161

the bow shock, θbn, determines the dynamics of the shock. To ensure that the bow shocks162

are quasi-perpendicular it has been important to accurately determine θbn. To that end,163

two methods have been used, the local Mixed Mode Coplanarity method (Paschmann164

& Schwartz, 2000), and a global bow shock model by Ramstad et al. (2017), a solar wind165

and EUV dependent model. According to Lepidi et al. (1997), the Mixed Mode Copla-166

narity method together with minimum variance analysis were the most reliable single167

spacecraft methods for calculating the bow shock orientation, and aligned well with the-168
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oretical predictions. As mentioned, in order to include only quasi-perpendicular bow shocks169

in this study, only events where both methods gave θbn > 65◦ have been used.170

The width of the shock was calculated by multiplying the transit time of the space-171

craft passing the shock with the speed of the spacecraft along the normal. The width172

is therefore defined as the width in normal direction of the shock. Three methods were173

trialled to estimate the transit time. One method was by manual inspection, where the174

transit time was estimated by choosing a beginning and end of the ramp, and where care175

was taken to not include the foot or overshoot. The transit time was calculated under176

the assumption of a stationary shock. An example of ramp transit time by manual in-177

spection can be seen in panel a) in Fig. 1, where the shaded region marks the extent of178

the ramp. The two other methods were curve fitting methods, where two different equa-179

tions were used to fit a curve onto the data. The first function was a hyperbolic tangent180

function:181

f0(t) = s1 +
1

2

(
s2 − s1

)(
1 + tanh

(
t− tm
∆t

))
(1)182

where s1,2 are 30 second averages of the up- and downstream magnetic field magnitude,183

t is time, tm is the time for the mid point of the ramp, and ∆t is the transit time for the184

spacecraft to pass the ramp. The other function tested follows f0 of Eq. (1) with the ad-185

dition of two Gaussian functions for modeling the foot and the overshoot of the bow shock:186

f1(t) = f0(t) + a1 exp

(
−(t− b1)

2

2c21

)
+a2 exp

(
−(t− b2)

2

2c22

)
(2)187

where a1,2, b1,2 and c1,2 are the height, center and width respectively of the Gaus-188

sian functions. Examples of the two curve fittings can be seen in Fig. 1, where panel b)189

shows the curve fitting of Eq. (1), and panel c) shows the curve fitting of Eq. (2). The190

blue shaded regions in the figure indicate the ramp width as determined by the curve191

fittings. It is interesting to see that the overshoot is much smaller in amplitude and much192

wider than what is associated with a typical overshoot, which makes one question whether193

this can be called an overshoot, or if it is a different phenomenon. In the end, calculat-194

ing the width by manual inspection was chosen. The curve fittings were reliable for the195

most part, and will be interesting to use in a future study, but at times poorly modeled196

the bow shock. In a set of 12 events one or two poorly modeled bow shocks would have197

a large effect on the results, and therefore the manual inspection method was chosen.198

3 Observations199

3.1 Description of example events200

An example of a wide quasi-perpendicular bow shock crossing can be seen in Fig. 2.201

For this event θbn was 65◦ with the mixed-mode coplanarity method, and 74◦ with the202

model by Ramstad et al. (2017), and the width was 607 km or 19.6 rgi. The transit time203

used for calculating this width is seen in Fig. 2 as the region marked as ”Shock”. The204

spacecraft moved from the downstream side of the shock into the upstream solar wind.205

At approximately time 03:07:00 in panel (a) in Fig. 2 we see a broadening of the ion en-206

ergy spectrogram, with the ions starting to decelerate. Further upstream in panel (b),207

around 03:08:20 we see the electrons be accelerated, forming a distribution both wider208

in energy and with a higher bulk energy than the upstream plasma. This happens fur-209

ther upstream for the electrons than for the ions, since the lower electron mass makes210

the typical length scales shorter for the electrons. Thus, the electrons are fully thermal-211

ized further upstream than the ions. In panel (c) we see the steepening of the magnetic212

field, further indicating that the spacecraft is crossing the bow shock. The ion and elec-213

tron spectra in panels (a) and (b), and the ion moments in panels (d-f), are measured214

by SWIA, which has a telemetry mode shift upon crossing into the magnetosheath. In215

Fig. 2 such a shift happens at 03:09:50, and for a minute around this shift the calculated216
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Figure 1: The three methods for determining the width of the ramp. The blue region
in each panel is the ramp as determined by each method. In panel a) we see the interval
that was chosen by manual inspection, in panel b) we see the curve fit of Eq. (1) and in
panel c) we see the curve fit of Eq. (2).

moment will be in an ambiguous inbetween state, and should not be relied upon. We in-217

stead compare upstream and downstream ion moments to see whether the plasma has218

increased in density and temperature, and decreased in bulk velocity to confirm that the219

spacecraft has traveled into the magnetosheath. Outside ±30 s around the shift the ion220

moments can be trusted, it can be seen that the there is a gradual increase in density221

and a gradual decrease in velocity the same time we see a change in the energy spectro-222

grams and the magnetic field. The relatively sharp increase in temperature in x-direction223

is likely due to the shift in telemetry mode, and for the temperature we instead look up-224

stream and downstream for the change in temperature.225

The average upstream magnetic field strength at this bow shock crossing is 4.7 nT,226

taken at a 30 s interval, and it is at this interval that averages for the ion density, ve-227

locity and temperature were also calculated. The regions where these values were taken228

can be seen in the colorbar in Fig. 2. For the temperature a downstream average was229

also calculated, in order to calculate the difference between the upstream and downstream230

temperature. The average upstream ion density was 1.85 cm−1, the bulk velocity was231

405 km/s, and the temperature in x-direction was 23 eV. The downstream average tem-232

perature in x-direction was 260 eV, making the ∆T of this event 237 eV. The 30 seconds233

of the intervals were a compromise between having a long enough averaging interval to234

lessen the effect of fluctuations, but not so long that too much time had passed since the235

bow shock crossing. The gradually increasing profiles are what characterize the wide bow236

shock ramp events: a broad steepening in the magnetic field and the plasma parameters.237

It is this behavior that is unexplained by current theory, as theory predicts that the width238

of a quasi-perpendicular bow shock ramp be of the size of a few electron inertial lengths239

(Newbury et al., 1998; le Roux et al., 2000; Hobara et al., 2010; Burne et al., 2021).240

For comparison, an example of a thin quasi-perpendicular bow shock can be seen241

in Fig. 3. The width of this bow shock was 45 km or 6.2 rgi, where the transit time used242

for calculating this width is seen in Fig. 3 as the region marked as ”Shock”. Here we see243

a sharp broadening of the energy spectrograms, and a sharp increase in magnetic field244

strength at around 04:11:40. The ion particle density and the ion bulk velocity similarly245

shows a quick increase and decrease respectively. For the temperature in x-direction we246

see an increase at the crossing and then a return to approximate solar wind tempera-247

tures. The amplitude of the magnetic field fluctuations during the shock transition are248
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higher for the wide ramp in Fig. 2 than for the thin ramp in Fig. 3. In the case of the249

thin ramp (Fig. 3) there is an overshoot in both the magnetic field and density, whereas250

in for the wide ramp (Fig. 2) no such feature can be seen. Instead the large amplitude251

fluctuations in both density and magnetic field continue to be present also downstream252

of the shock itself. The energization of the protons and electrons are concentrated to the253

thin ramp, which gives less time for energization compared to the wide ramp. In the event254

in Fig. 3 the average upstream values of the magnetic field, ion density, velocity and tem-255

perature in x-direction was 9 nT, 5.2 cm−1, 361 km/s, and 125 eV. The average down-256

stream temperature in x-direction was 135 eV, making the ∆T of this event 10 eV.257

Figure 2: A wide quasi-perpendicular bow shock crossing with a width of 607 km or 19.6
rgi. The spacecraft position at the time of the bow shock crossing (03:06:30) was (1.8,
-0.2, 0.0)RM . The panels show: a) the ion-energy spectrogram, b) the electron-energy
spectrogram, (c) the magnetic field components, (d) the ion density, (e) the velocity com-
ponents, and f) the temperature in x-direction.

3.2 Analysis of all events258

To do some small scale statistics, 12 wide events and 13 thin events have been stud-259

ied. In Fig. 4 we see where the bow shock crossings of the different events have taken260

place. We see an even distribution in position, with no discernible difference between wide261

and thin events. We do see that the majority of the bow shock crossings take place at262

the flank, this is likely due to orbit-bias, i.e. that MAVEN passed the bow shock at the263

flank during this time period. The lack of difference leads to the conclusion that the width264

of the ramp is not connected to location on the bow shock.265

In Table 1 we see the average width and the standard deviation of the wide and266

thin ramps. The wide events are in the magnitude of the 100s of kilometers while the267
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Figure 3: A thin quasi-perpendicular bow shock crossing with a width of 45 km or 6.2
rgi. The spacecraft position at the time of the bow shock crossing (04:11:45) was (1.6,
-1.1, 0.1)RM . The panels show: a) the ion-energy spectrogram, b) the electron-energy
spectrogram, (c) the magnetic field components, (d) the ion density, (e) the velocity com-
ponents, and f) the temperature in x-direction.

thin events are in the 10s of kilometers. In terms of the proton gyroradius this is around268

5 rgi for the wide events, and 1 rgi for the thin events. However the variance is very large269

as can be seen from the standard deviation where it is 6.7 rgi for wide events and 1.6270

rgi for the thin events. There is however a significant difference.271

It is known that the Magnetosonic Mach number, MMS , affects stand-off distance272

(Edberg et al., 2010), and to see whether it also affects bow shock width we have com-273

pared MMS for wide and thin bow shocks. The average values of MMS together with one274

standard deviation can be found in Table 1. There were little difference to be found in275

MMS for wide and thin bow shock. Both kind of bow shocks display similar average and276

standard deviations in MMS . Unlike the location of the shock, the thickness of the shock277

is seemingly independent of MMS . The independence of MMS also aligns with the in-278

dependence of location that was seen in Fig. 4, as a difference in MMS should correspond279

to a difference in bow shock stand-off distance as per previous research (Edberg et al.,280

2010).281

In order to assess the importance of heavy ions for the nature of the shock we have282

computed the upstream particle densities of the ions H+, H+
2 , O

+, and O+
2 . These can283

be found in Table 2. We find that the upstream particle density is higher for thin events284

for all ions. The average proton and atomic oxygen ion density is about twice as high,285

and the molecular oxygen ion density is about four times higher than for the wide events.286

The standard deviation is however on the scale of the average for all ions, which means287

there is a significant spread in density. The higher density for the thin events is not what288
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(a) YX-plane. (b) ZX-plane. (c) ZY-plane.

Figure 4: Position of bow shock crossing for the two type of events. The red circles are
wide ramp events and the blue crosses are thin ramp events.

we would have expected in the case of mass loading being the cause of the wide ramps,289

as the higher density instead would have been expected for the wide ramps. This speaks290

against mass loading as being the cause of the width of the wide ramps.291

Table 1: Thickness of the ramps of the wide and thin ramp events, as well as the magne-
tosonic Mach number. Values are given for the mean and the standard deviation (std).

Wide Thin
mean std mean std

Thickness [km] 368 134 29 20
Thickness [rgi] 5.4 6.7 0.7 1.6
MMS 6.5 1.5 6.3 2.1

292

Table 2: Density of different ion species for wide and thin ramp events. Values are given
for the mean and the standard deviation (std).

Wide Thin
mean std mean std

H+ [cm−3] 2.5 1.9 4.4 1.9
H+

2 [cm−3] 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.2
O+ [cm−3] 0.04 0.05 0.1 0.15
O+

2 [cm−3] 0.05 0.07 0.2 0.2

293

Fig. 5 shows the difference between the downstream temperature and the upstream294

temperature in x-direction and plotted versus upstream velocity in x-direction. ∆Tx is295

expected to increase for increasing VX , as there will be more energy available to be ther-296

malized, and this can be seen for both wide and thin events. What can also be seen is297

that the wide events seem to more efficiently convert the kinetic energy to heat as the298

downstream temperatures are on average higher for the wide events. There is one out-299

lier with a ∆Tx = 240 eV, but even with that removed the average is higher. This is es-300

pecially interesting given that the thin events had higher average upstream ion particle301

density, as that would imply there is more kinetic energy available. The higher energy302

transport for the wide events could be interesting for ionization of particles and parti-303

cle escape, as it could implicate that more particles could be ionized and/or reach es-304

cape velocity.305
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4 Discussion306

A caveat for this study is that it has been conducted under the assumption of a307

non-moving shock. Due to the limitations of single-spacecraft measurements it is diffi-308

cult to estimate the movement of the shock. Methods such as estimating the velocity from309

the foot (Burne et al., 2021) has not been used here due to the difficulty in distinguish-310

ing the foot in the wide ramp events. This makes this line of questioning an excellent311

one to continue with multi-point measurements, this study aims to open the discussion312

of the width of the shock.313

In spite of this being a single spacecraft study, one can have confidence that the314

wide shocks are indeed wide. A bow shock that rapidly moves back and forth would re-315

sult in multiple bow shock crossings, which indeed can be observed in cases not included316

in this study. For a thin shock to be misinterpreted as a wide shock as those studied here,317

it would have to move at a speed just slightly faster than, and synchronised with, the318

spacecraft speed over the course of several minutes, and that is not likely. For example319

if a thin bow shock is 30 km wide, and the duration of the crossing of a wide shock is 3minutes,320

then the relative spacecraft–bow shock velocity would have to be 0.17 km/s, which is much321

smaller than the typical spacecraft speed of 1.5-3 km/s at the bow shock. Could the op-322

posite hypothesis be true: that all shocks are wide, some masked as thin by passing the323

spacecraft very quickly? This would require the bow shock to move in the range of 100 km/s324

which is possible. However, such a motion would not explain the differences in other prop-325

erties between the shock types, such as fluctuation amplitudes and the presence or ab-326

sence of an overshoot.327

The cause for the bow shock thickness to differ between the different cases remains328

an open question. It is well known that the quasi-parallel and quasi-perpendicular shocks329

differ with the quasi-parallel having an extensive foreshock region, which potentially could330

be interpreted as a wider shock. In this study only quasi-perpendicular shocks are in-331

cluded, and therefore the difference between the parallel and perpendicular shocks can-332

not explain the observations. At comets, mass loading is important in determining the333

standoff distance of the bow shock (e.g., Koenders et al., 2013). The bow shocks encoun-334

tered in the fast flybys of comets in the 1980s and 90s also had large widths. While this335

could lead to the speculation that the presence of heavy ions increases the bow shock336

width, that hypothesis cannot be confirmed by our data from Mars. As Table 2 shows,337

the density of heavy planetary ions is lower for the wide than for the thin shocks.338

There is a potential across the shock, which slows the solar wind ions down while339

accelerating the electrons. The electron energy can be used to estimate this potential340

drop (Xu et al., 2021). It is seen in Figs. 2 and 3 that the energy of electrons and ions341

vary in the same way as the other quantities. The energy changes over a short distance342

for the thin ramps and over an outstretched region in the case of the wide ramps. This343

implies that also the potential drop changes over an extended region for the wide ramps344

and that the potential drop is concentrated in a thin layer for the thin ramps. The am-345

plitude of the waves present is higher for the wide than thin ramps, and we suggest that346

in the wide ramps the waves may be able to balance the wider potential drop.347

5 Summary348

In this study wide quasi-perpendicular bow shocks have been compared to thin quasi-349

perpendicular bow shocks. The characteristics of the wide bow shocks show no differ-350

ence in dependence of the bowshock’s location with respect to the planet (sub-solar or351

flank) nor with respect to the magnetosonic Mach number. The wide bow shock events352

show lower upstream density than their thin counterparts, for protons, alpha particles,353

and atomic and molecular oxygen. With this in mind it is particularly interesting that354

they show a higher difference in upstream and downstream temperature, implying a higher355
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Figure 5: Difference in upstream and downstream temperature in x-direction for all
events, ∆Tx = Tdown - Tup over Vx,up.

rate of energy transfer at the wide bow shock. Future studies could look into larger amount356

of events, study the potential drop at the ramp, and perform wave analysis to see how357

waves affect the width of the shock. It will be of particular interest when multi-point mea-358

surements at Mars become available, as it will resolve some of the ambiguity of the shock359

movement and velocity. This study shows that current theory cannot fully describe the360

processes at the bow shock at Mars, and that these conditions affect not only bow shock361

width, but also increases the thermalization of ions at the Martian shock.362

Appendix A Comparison between the quasi-parallel and quasi-perpendicular363

bow shock364

To illustrate the difference between a wide quasi-perpendicular and a wide quasi-365

parallel bow shock we show a crossing of a wide quasi-parallel ramp in Fig. A1, which366

has θbn = 24◦ and 29◦ for the local and model method respectively. Due to the lack of367

discernible start and end of the ramp, it is hard to estimate the width, but an approx-368

imate value for this shock would be around 450 km. An important difference between369

wide quasi-parallel bow shock ramps and quasi-perpendicular ones is the amount of wave370

activity. At quasi-parallel bow shocks particles are reflected and escape upstream along371

the magnetic field lines, creating an extensive foreshock region. Due to the available free372

energy from the reflected particle beam there will be a multitude of instabilities and waves,373

and the solar wind will begin to be decelerated upstream of the bow shock. This makes374

the ramp appear very wide, often with no discernible start and end. At the quasi-perpendicular375

bow shock the reflected particles only reflect at most a gyroradius, and as such the so-376

lar wind in front of the shock less disturbed. At quasi-perpendicular bow shocks we can377

often discern a foot and an overshoot, coming from the reflected particles and sheet cur-378

rent respectively. These are not present at quasi-parallel shocks. In Fig. 2 we can see a379

wide quasi-perpendicular shock, with a wide ramp, but a discernible start and end, and380

a slight overshoot, though small. At the wide quasi-parallel shock in Fig. A1 there is large381
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amplitude wave activity upstream and downstream, it is difficult to discern a beginning382

and end of the ramp, and no foot or overshoot can be identified.383

Figure A1: An approximately 450 km wide quasi-parallel bow shock crossing. The pan-
els show: a) the ion-energy spectrogram, b) the electron-energy spectrogram, (c) the
magnetic field components, (d) the ion density, (e) the velocity components, and f) the
temperature in x-direction.
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Appendix B Event start and end times384

Table B1: Start and end times for wide
events

Start event End event

2014-12-03 09:58:56 2014-12-03 10:20:06
2014-12-04 22:45:55 2014-12-04 23:04:04
2014-12-07 05:29:28 2014-12-07 06:11:47
2014-12-08 21:00:49 2014-12-08 21:12:24
2014-12-10 09:42:36 2014-12-10 09:53:27
2014-12-12 03:01:35 2014-12-12 03:15:58
2014-12-15 11:04:47 2014-12-15 11:19:30
2014-12-16 17:06:30 2014-12-16 17:15:04
2014-12-18 07:46:08 2014-12-18 08:01:48
2014-12-29 00:42:09 2014-12-29 00:56:47
2015-01-02 14:29:10 2015-01-02 14:48:57
2015-01-04 07:40:40 2015-01-04 08:05:06

Table B2: Start and end times for thin
events

Start event End event

2014-11-16 13:09:23 2014-11-16 13:14:41
2014-12-03 01:02:37 2014-12-03 01:06:57
2014-12-05 03:29:22 2014-12-05 03:38:14
2014-12-05 16:46:07 2014-12-05 17:04:38
2014-12-12 14:09:29 2014-12-12 14:26:38
2014-12-13 03:48:06 2014-12-13 04:04:02
2014-12-17 15:52:56 2014-12-17 15:57:55
2014-12-22 22:00:06 2014-12-22 22:11:06
2014-12-23 07:16:52 2014-12-23 07:24:27
2015-01-01 04:08:52 2015-01-01 04:14:25
2015-01-01 15:43:13 2015-01-01 16:01:55
2015-01-04 03:13:54 2015-01-04 03:26:23
2015-01-13 16:07:22 2015-01-13 16:17:46
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Key Points:7

• The quasi-perpendicular bow shock at Mars is often wider than what is predicted8

by theory.9

• From theory the quasi-perpendicular ramp width is a few electron inertial lengths;10

in this study a sample of average 5rgi is shown.11

• The proton temperature increases more across a wide shock compared to a thin12

shock, implying that wide shocks better thermalize protons.13
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Abstract14

In theory the width of the quasi-perpendicular bow shock ramp is on the scale of15

a few electron inertial lengths, but as this work will show the quasi-perpendicular bow16

shock at Mars is often wider. This is important because it implies that the conditions17

at Mars create a behaviour at the shock which cannot be described by current theory.18

Furthermore, the width could affect processes at the shock such as energy transfer of the19

ions and their subsequent thermalization. To investigate the cause of the width, two sets20

of quasi-perpendicular bow shock crossings measured by MAVEN are compared, one of21

unusual width (average 370 km or 5rgi), and one of typical width (average 30 km or 0.7rgi).22

These sets are labeled wide and thin shocks respectively. It is seen that the wide shocks23

have no distinct overshoot and have a higher level of magnetic field fluctuations than the24

thin shocks. Factors that are known to affect the standoff distance, such as the magne-25

tosonic Mach number and mass loading of the solar wind by planetary species, were found26

not to affect the width of the bow shock. It is found that the temperature of the solar27

wind plasma increases more as it passes through a wide than a thin shock, indicating28

that ions are thermalized to a larger extent than at thin shocks. The larger-than-predicted29

by theory width of the Martian quasi-perpendicular bow shock indicate that there are30

conditions at Mars which we do not yet understand.31

1 Introduction32

The bow shock is the first interaction region between the supersonic solar wind and33

the magnetosphere. Solar system bow shocks are important both for their role as lab-34

oratories from which we can extrapolate information on astrophysical shocks, and for their35

role in the evolution of planetary magnetospheres. In our solar system bow shocks have36

been identified for planets such as Earth, Mars and Venus as well as for comets, how-37

ever the nature of the bow shock is different for these. At objects such as Earth (Behannon,38

1968) and Jupiter (Valek et al., 2017) the bow shock is created in the interaction between39

the solar wind and the global magnetic field of the planet. For other bodies with no global40

magnetosphere, the bow shock is created in the interaction between the solar wind and41

the ionosphere, the magnetosphere of such objects we call induced magnetospheres (Luhmann42

et al., 2004). The bow shock is the boundary between the solar wind and the magne-43

tosheath, where the magnetosheath is a region of pile-upped magnetic field where par-44

ticles has slowed to subsonic speeds (Parks, 2015). Since the shock is created in the in-45

teraction with the ionosphere, the stand-off distance (distance from planet to shock) is46

shorter than for shocks which are created in the interaction of a strong global dipole field47

(Earth, Jupiter etc). Therefore the shock at Mars is smaller than that at for example48

Earth, and has a larger curvature radius. This affects the interaction of the solar wind49

and the shock, as the shock cannot be considered planar to the same extent as at Earth50

(Farris & Russell, 1994).51

A possible consequence of this larger curvature radius is the width of the quasi-perpendicular52

bow shock seen at Mars. The quasi-perpendicular bow shock is typically a much thin-53

ner boundary than its quasi-parallel counterpart. The shock is called quasi-perpendicular54

where the angle between the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) and the normal of the55

shock, θbn, is 45
◦ < θbn < 90◦ (Balogh & Treumann, 2013) (for a comparison between56

the quasi-perpendicular bow shock and a quasi-parallel bow shock see Appendix A). The57

quasi-perpendicular shock typically consists of a foot, a ramp, and an overshoot (Bale58

et al., 2005). The foot of the shock is created when ions are reflected at the shock and59

then accelerated parallel to the shock by the convective electric field of the solar wind.60

They constitute a current, which creates an increase in the magnetic field per Ampère’s61

law. They gyrate less than an ion gyroradius before returning to the shock, which sets62

the thickness of the foot (Balikhin et al., 1995; Burne et al., 2021). The ramp is a cur-63

rent layer which gives rise to the change in the magnetic field. It is the thinnest struc-64
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ture of the shock, being a few electron inertial lengths wide (Newbury et al., 1998; le Roux65

et al., 2000; Hobara et al., 2010; Burne et al., 2021). Lastly there is the overshoot which66

is created due to the electrons being affected by the E×B-drift along the shock, with67

the ions being unaffected due to the negligible width of the layer compared to the ion68

gyroradius. This once again constitutes a current, which causes an increase in the mag-69

netic field; this increase is the overshoot. The width of the overshoot is on the scale of70

a few proton convected gyroradii (Burne et al., 2021).71

At Mars however, the quasi-perpendicular bow shock often defies these predictions.72

The quasi-perpendicular bow shock at Mars is often wide, with a less discernible foot73

and overshoot. This is important because it implies that the conditions at Mars creates74

a behaviour at the shock which cannot be described by the above theory. Furthermore,75

the width could affect processes at the shock such as energy transfer of the ions and their76

subsequent thermalization. In this study 12 wide quasi-perpendicular bow shocks cross-77

ings have been chosen to be studied in more detail, in order to ascertain a possible cause78

of the widening. Given that the curvature radius possibly affects the width, parameters79

which affect the stand-off distance have been studied, since a larger stand-off distance80

implies less curvature. The magnetosonic Mach number has also been found to have an81

impact on bow shock stand-off distance at Mars with Edberg et al. (2010) finding that82

an increase in MMS cause a decrease in bow shock altitude, with the relation being lin-83

ear. Furthermore they found that at higher Mach numbers the bow shock showed more84

flaring. The relationship between bow shock location and MMS was found to be simi-85

lar to that at Venus, where a linear relationship has previously been found.86

Another possible cause can be seen at the bow shocks of comets. Neubauer et al.87

(1993) found that bow shocks at comets often are wider and more gradual than that seen88

at planets, which is believed to be due to mass loading. Wide quasi-perpendicular bow89

shocks have been observed at comet Halley by the Giotto spacecraft (Coates, 1995). Due90

to the low gravity of the comet, the coma extends far around the comet and affects the91

solar wind far upstream from the comet. Due to the similarities between Mars and comets,92

such as the ratio of the gyroradius compared to the scale of the system, and an extended93

exosphere due to weak gravitational forces, it would be possible that something similar94

could affect the Martian bow shock.95

In this paper we study 12 wide quasi-perpendicular events in detail, and compare96

these with 13 thin quasi-perpendicular bow shock crossing events. We assess whether97

MMS , a factor that affect the stand-off distance, also affect the width, and we examine98

whether the location on the bow shock, such as closer to the nose or the flank, affect the99

width. Since wide bow shocks have been seen at comets due to mass loading, the upstream100

ion density have been studied to see if mass loading is more present for wide bow shocks.101

Finally, we hypothesize that there will be more time for thermalization of ions at the wide102

ramps. Therefore the ion temperature has been investigated to see if the ions at wide103

shocks are thermalized to a larger extent than at thin shocks. Specifically, we investi-104

gate whether there is a larger difference between upstream and downstream ion temper-105

ature for the wide events than for thin events.106

2 Methodology, Data and Implementation107

To investigate the cause for the width, 12 wide quasi-perpendicular events and 13108

thin quasi-perpendicular events have been studied. The start and end times for these109

events can be found in Tables. B1 and B2 in Appendix B. The amount of events was110

limited by time constraints of the analysis of each event, where a larger amount of events111

would have been impractical for in-depth analysis. There were several criteria in the event112

selection. The wide events had to have a width greater than 200 km, have a discernible113

start and end, no large upstream amplitude fluctuations such that reformation of the shock114

is not mistaken for width (Madanian et al., 2020), and that the angle between the IMF115
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and the normal of the shock, θbn, had to be larger than 65◦, such that they were quasi-116

perpendicular. Furthermore, the ramp would appear wide were the spacecraft to travel117

along the shock. Therefore only events where the spacecraft travelled along the normal118

of the bow shock were chosen (with a maximum deviation of 30◦). The criteria for the119

thin events were the same, except their widths had to be less than 100 km. The times120

for the wide and thin events can be found in Table B1 and B2 respectively. Thus, the121

width is a criterion for the classification, and we examine the difference in other prop-122

erties of the wide and thin bow shocks.123

To investigate whether causes which increase stand-off distance also affect width,124

the Magnetosonic mach number, MMS and position of each crossing was investigated125

and compared between the two sets of events. Furthermore, to investigate whether the126

abnormal width was caused by mass loading, the upstream density of protons, alpha par-127

ticles and atomic and molecular oxygen ions were similarly investigated and compared.128

Furthermore, the increased width of the shock gives more space for the particles be ac-129

celerated or decelerated by the potential drop at the shock, which raises the question of130

whether the shock width affects the thermalization at the shock. To this end the ion tem-131

perature was investigated to study whether the ions at wide shocks are thermalized to132

a larger extent than at thin shocks. The difference between the upstream and downstream133

temperature for all events were calculated, and then compared between the two sets.134

The data of the study is from the MAVEN spacecraft during its first dayside sea-135

son, 2014-11-16 to 2015-01-04. Magnetic field data was collected by the Magnetometer136

(MAG) (Connerney et al., 2015) onboard. MAG measures the vectorial magnetic field137

at a sampling frequency of 32 samples/s, and has a resolution of 0.05 nT. Ion data was138

measured by the Solar Wind Ion Analyzer (SWIA) (Halekas et al., 2015), a 2π non-mass139

electrostatic analyzer which provides onboard calculated moments. Care has been taken140

to not use data during the telemetry shift of the instrument which occurs at the bow shock.141

The onboard calculated second moment, i.e. the temperature, is calculated under the142

assumption that all ions are protons. The largest error is from alpha-particles, which due143

to their higher mass registers as higher energy particles, thereby raising the average tem-144

perature. To investigate how large this error is we have calculated our own temperature145

moment from the differential energy flux measured by SWIA, and manually removed the146

alpha particle energy range where they have been reasonably distinguished from the pro-147

tons. The resulting temperature has not varied significantly from the onboard calculated148

temperature, and we have therefore drawn the conclusion that the SWIA onboard cal-149

culated temperature moment can be trusted, and have used it in our study. The differ-150

ential particle flux of the electron energy spectra was measured by Solar Wind Electron151

Analyzer (SWEA) (Mitchell et al., 2016).152

The upstream ion density for specific ion populations was calculated using data from153

the Suprathermal and Thermal Ion Composition (STATIC) energy-mass electrostatic an-154

alyzer (McFadden et al., 2015). STATIC resolves 8 masses, 32 energies, 16 azimuthal and155

4 polar angles. From the differential particle flux the ion density, velocity and temper-156

ature were calculated as the 0th, 1st and 2nd moment of the velocity distribution func-157

tion respectively. All quantities are presented in the MSO coordinate system, where the158

positive x-axis points from Mars toward the sun, the y-axis is opposite the direction of159

Mars’ orbital motion, and the z-axis completes the right-handed system.160

As mentioned in the introduction, the angle between the IMF and the normal of161

the bow shock, θbn, determines the dynamics of the shock. To ensure that the bow shocks162

are quasi-perpendicular it has been important to accurately determine θbn. To that end,163

two methods have been used, the local Mixed Mode Coplanarity method (Paschmann164

& Schwartz, 2000), and a global bow shock model by Ramstad et al. (2017), a solar wind165

and EUV dependent model. According to Lepidi et al. (1997), the Mixed Mode Copla-166

narity method together with minimum variance analysis were the most reliable single167

spacecraft methods for calculating the bow shock orientation, and aligned well with the-168
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oretical predictions. As mentioned, in order to include only quasi-perpendicular bow shocks169

in this study, only events where both methods gave θbn > 65◦ have been used.170

The width of the shock was calculated by multiplying the transit time of the space-171

craft passing the shock with the speed of the spacecraft along the normal. The width172

is therefore defined as the width in normal direction of the shock. Three methods were173

trialled to estimate the transit time. One method was by manual inspection, where the174

transit time was estimated by choosing a beginning and end of the ramp, and where care175

was taken to not include the foot or overshoot. The transit time was calculated under176

the assumption of a stationary shock. An example of ramp transit time by manual in-177

spection can be seen in panel a) in Fig. 1, where the shaded region marks the extent of178

the ramp. The two other methods were curve fitting methods, where two different equa-179

tions were used to fit a curve onto the data. The first function was a hyperbolic tangent180

function:181

f0(t) = s1 +
1

2

(
s2 − s1

)(
1 + tanh

(
t− tm
∆t

))
(1)182

where s1,2 are 30 second averages of the up- and downstream magnetic field magnitude,183

t is time, tm is the time for the mid point of the ramp, and ∆t is the transit time for the184

spacecraft to pass the ramp. The other function tested follows f0 of Eq. (1) with the ad-185

dition of two Gaussian functions for modeling the foot and the overshoot of the bow shock:186

f1(t) = f0(t) + a1 exp

(
−(t− b1)

2

2c21

)
+a2 exp

(
−(t− b2)

2

2c22

)
(2)187

where a1,2, b1,2 and c1,2 are the height, center and width respectively of the Gaus-188

sian functions. Examples of the two curve fittings can be seen in Fig. 1, where panel b)189

shows the curve fitting of Eq. (1), and panel c) shows the curve fitting of Eq. (2). The190

blue shaded regions in the figure indicate the ramp width as determined by the curve191

fittings. It is interesting to see that the overshoot is much smaller in amplitude and much192

wider than what is associated with a typical overshoot, which makes one question whether193

this can be called an overshoot, or if it is a different phenomenon. In the end, calculat-194

ing the width by manual inspection was chosen. The curve fittings were reliable for the195

most part, and will be interesting to use in a future study, but at times poorly modeled196

the bow shock. In a set of 12 events one or two poorly modeled bow shocks would have197

a large effect on the results, and therefore the manual inspection method was chosen.198

3 Observations199

3.1 Description of example events200

An example of a wide quasi-perpendicular bow shock crossing can be seen in Fig. 2.201

For this event θbn was 65◦ with the mixed-mode coplanarity method, and 74◦ with the202

model by Ramstad et al. (2017), and the width was 607 km or 19.6 rgi. The transit time203

used for calculating this width is seen in Fig. 2 as the region marked as ”Shock”. The204

spacecraft moved from the downstream side of the shock into the upstream solar wind.205

At approximately time 03:07:00 in panel (a) in Fig. 2 we see a broadening of the ion en-206

ergy spectrogram, with the ions starting to decelerate. Further upstream in panel (b),207

around 03:08:20 we see the electrons be accelerated, forming a distribution both wider208

in energy and with a higher bulk energy than the upstream plasma. This happens fur-209

ther upstream for the electrons than for the ions, since the lower electron mass makes210

the typical length scales shorter for the electrons. Thus, the electrons are fully thermal-211

ized further upstream than the ions. In panel (c) we see the steepening of the magnetic212

field, further indicating that the spacecraft is crossing the bow shock. The ion and elec-213

tron spectra in panels (a) and (b), and the ion moments in panels (d-f), are measured214

by SWIA, which has a telemetry mode shift upon crossing into the magnetosheath. In215

Fig. 2 such a shift happens at 03:09:50, and for a minute around this shift the calculated216
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Figure 1: The three methods for determining the width of the ramp. The blue region
in each panel is the ramp as determined by each method. In panel a) we see the interval
that was chosen by manual inspection, in panel b) we see the curve fit of Eq. (1) and in
panel c) we see the curve fit of Eq. (2).

moment will be in an ambiguous inbetween state, and should not be relied upon. We in-217

stead compare upstream and downstream ion moments to see whether the plasma has218

increased in density and temperature, and decreased in bulk velocity to confirm that the219

spacecraft has traveled into the magnetosheath. Outside ±30 s around the shift the ion220

moments can be trusted, it can be seen that the there is a gradual increase in density221

and a gradual decrease in velocity the same time we see a change in the energy spectro-222

grams and the magnetic field. The relatively sharp increase in temperature in x-direction223

is likely due to the shift in telemetry mode, and for the temperature we instead look up-224

stream and downstream for the change in temperature.225

The average upstream magnetic field strength at this bow shock crossing is 4.7 nT,226

taken at a 30 s interval, and it is at this interval that averages for the ion density, ve-227

locity and temperature were also calculated. The regions where these values were taken228

can be seen in the colorbar in Fig. 2. For the temperature a downstream average was229

also calculated, in order to calculate the difference between the upstream and downstream230

temperature. The average upstream ion density was 1.85 cm−1, the bulk velocity was231

405 km/s, and the temperature in x-direction was 23 eV. The downstream average tem-232

perature in x-direction was 260 eV, making the ∆T of this event 237 eV. The 30 seconds233

of the intervals were a compromise between having a long enough averaging interval to234

lessen the effect of fluctuations, but not so long that too much time had passed since the235

bow shock crossing. The gradually increasing profiles are what characterize the wide bow236

shock ramp events: a broad steepening in the magnetic field and the plasma parameters.237

It is this behavior that is unexplained by current theory, as theory predicts that the width238

of a quasi-perpendicular bow shock ramp be of the size of a few electron inertial lengths239

(Newbury et al., 1998; le Roux et al., 2000; Hobara et al., 2010; Burne et al., 2021).240

For comparison, an example of a thin quasi-perpendicular bow shock can be seen241

in Fig. 3. The width of this bow shock was 45 km or 6.2 rgi, where the transit time used242

for calculating this width is seen in Fig. 3 as the region marked as ”Shock”. Here we see243

a sharp broadening of the energy spectrograms, and a sharp increase in magnetic field244

strength at around 04:11:40. The ion particle density and the ion bulk velocity similarly245

shows a quick increase and decrease respectively. For the temperature in x-direction we246

see an increase at the crossing and then a return to approximate solar wind tempera-247

tures. The amplitude of the magnetic field fluctuations during the shock transition are248
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higher for the wide ramp in Fig. 2 than for the thin ramp in Fig. 3. In the case of the249

thin ramp (Fig. 3) there is an overshoot in both the magnetic field and density, whereas250

in for the wide ramp (Fig. 2) no such feature can be seen. Instead the large amplitude251

fluctuations in both density and magnetic field continue to be present also downstream252

of the shock itself. The energization of the protons and electrons are concentrated to the253

thin ramp, which gives less time for energization compared to the wide ramp. In the event254

in Fig. 3 the average upstream values of the magnetic field, ion density, velocity and tem-255

perature in x-direction was 9 nT, 5.2 cm−1, 361 km/s, and 125 eV. The average down-256

stream temperature in x-direction was 135 eV, making the ∆T of this event 10 eV.257

Figure 2: A wide quasi-perpendicular bow shock crossing with a width of 607 km or 19.6
rgi. The spacecraft position at the time of the bow shock crossing (03:06:30) was (1.8,
-0.2, 0.0)RM . The panels show: a) the ion-energy spectrogram, b) the electron-energy
spectrogram, (c) the magnetic field components, (d) the ion density, (e) the velocity com-
ponents, and f) the temperature in x-direction.

3.2 Analysis of all events258

To do some small scale statistics, 12 wide events and 13 thin events have been stud-259

ied. In Fig. 4 we see where the bow shock crossings of the different events have taken260

place. We see an even distribution in position, with no discernible difference between wide261

and thin events. We do see that the majority of the bow shock crossings take place at262

the flank, this is likely due to orbit-bias, i.e. that MAVEN passed the bow shock at the263

flank during this time period. The lack of difference leads to the conclusion that the width264

of the ramp is not connected to location on the bow shock.265

In Table 1 we see the average width and the standard deviation of the wide and266

thin ramps. The wide events are in the magnitude of the 100s of kilometers while the267
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Figure 3: A thin quasi-perpendicular bow shock crossing with a width of 45 km or 6.2
rgi. The spacecraft position at the time of the bow shock crossing (04:11:45) was (1.6,
-1.1, 0.1)RM . The panels show: a) the ion-energy spectrogram, b) the electron-energy
spectrogram, (c) the magnetic field components, (d) the ion density, (e) the velocity com-
ponents, and f) the temperature in x-direction.

thin events are in the 10s of kilometers. In terms of the proton gyroradius this is around268

5 rgi for the wide events, and 1 rgi for the thin events. However the variance is very large269

as can be seen from the standard deviation where it is 6.7 rgi for wide events and 1.6270

rgi for the thin events. There is however a significant difference.271

It is known that the Magnetosonic Mach number, MMS , affects stand-off distance272

(Edberg et al., 2010), and to see whether it also affects bow shock width we have com-273

pared MMS for wide and thin bow shocks. The average values of MMS together with one274

standard deviation can be found in Table 1. There were little difference to be found in275

MMS for wide and thin bow shock. Both kind of bow shocks display similar average and276

standard deviations in MMS . Unlike the location of the shock, the thickness of the shock277

is seemingly independent of MMS . The independence of MMS also aligns with the in-278

dependence of location that was seen in Fig. 4, as a difference in MMS should correspond279

to a difference in bow shock stand-off distance as per previous research (Edberg et al.,280

2010).281

In order to assess the importance of heavy ions for the nature of the shock we have282

computed the upstream particle densities of the ions H+, H+
2 , O

+, and O+
2 . These can283

be found in Table 2. We find that the upstream particle density is higher for thin events284

for all ions. The average proton and atomic oxygen ion density is about twice as high,285

and the molecular oxygen ion density is about four times higher than for the wide events.286

The standard deviation is however on the scale of the average for all ions, which means287

there is a significant spread in density. The higher density for the thin events is not what288
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(a) YX-plane. (b) ZX-plane. (c) ZY-plane.

Figure 4: Position of bow shock crossing for the two type of events. The red circles are
wide ramp events and the blue crosses are thin ramp events.

we would have expected in the case of mass loading being the cause of the wide ramps,289

as the higher density instead would have been expected for the wide ramps. This speaks290

against mass loading as being the cause of the width of the wide ramps.291

Table 1: Thickness of the ramps of the wide and thin ramp events, as well as the magne-
tosonic Mach number. Values are given for the mean and the standard deviation (std).

Wide Thin
mean std mean std

Thickness [km] 368 134 29 20
Thickness [rgi] 5.4 6.7 0.7 1.6
MMS 6.5 1.5 6.3 2.1

292

Table 2: Density of different ion species for wide and thin ramp events. Values are given
for the mean and the standard deviation (std).

Wide Thin
mean std mean std

H+ [cm−3] 2.5 1.9 4.4 1.9
H+

2 [cm−3] 0.2 0.1 0.3 0.2
O+ [cm−3] 0.04 0.05 0.1 0.15
O+

2 [cm−3] 0.05 0.07 0.2 0.2

293

Fig. 5 shows the difference between the downstream temperature and the upstream294

temperature in x-direction and plotted versus upstream velocity in x-direction. ∆Tx is295

expected to increase for increasing VX , as there will be more energy available to be ther-296

malized, and this can be seen for both wide and thin events. What can also be seen is297

that the wide events seem to more efficiently convert the kinetic energy to heat as the298

downstream temperatures are on average higher for the wide events. There is one out-299

lier with a ∆Tx = 240 eV, but even with that removed the average is higher. This is es-300

pecially interesting given that the thin events had higher average upstream ion particle301

density, as that would imply there is more kinetic energy available. The higher energy302

transport for the wide events could be interesting for ionization of particles and parti-303

cle escape, as it could implicate that more particles could be ionized and/or reach es-304

cape velocity.305
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4 Discussion306

A caveat for this study is that it has been conducted under the assumption of a307

non-moving shock. Due to the limitations of single-spacecraft measurements it is diffi-308

cult to estimate the movement of the shock. Methods such as estimating the velocity from309

the foot (Burne et al., 2021) has not been used here due to the difficulty in distinguish-310

ing the foot in the wide ramp events. This makes this line of questioning an excellent311

one to continue with multi-point measurements, this study aims to open the discussion312

of the width of the shock.313

In spite of this being a single spacecraft study, one can have confidence that the314

wide shocks are indeed wide. A bow shock that rapidly moves back and forth would re-315

sult in multiple bow shock crossings, which indeed can be observed in cases not included316

in this study. For a thin shock to be misinterpreted as a wide shock as those studied here,317

it would have to move at a speed just slightly faster than, and synchronised with, the318

spacecraft speed over the course of several minutes, and that is not likely. For example319

if a thin bow shock is 30 km wide, and the duration of the crossing of a wide shock is 3minutes,320

then the relative spacecraft–bow shock velocity would have to be 0.17 km/s, which is much321

smaller than the typical spacecraft speed of 1.5-3 km/s at the bow shock. Could the op-322

posite hypothesis be true: that all shocks are wide, some masked as thin by passing the323

spacecraft very quickly? This would require the bow shock to move in the range of 100 km/s324

which is possible. However, such a motion would not explain the differences in other prop-325

erties between the shock types, such as fluctuation amplitudes and the presence or ab-326

sence of an overshoot.327

The cause for the bow shock thickness to differ between the different cases remains328

an open question. It is well known that the quasi-parallel and quasi-perpendicular shocks329

differ with the quasi-parallel having an extensive foreshock region, which potentially could330

be interpreted as a wider shock. In this study only quasi-perpendicular shocks are in-331

cluded, and therefore the difference between the parallel and perpendicular shocks can-332

not explain the observations. At comets, mass loading is important in determining the333

standoff distance of the bow shock (e.g., Koenders et al., 2013). The bow shocks encoun-334

tered in the fast flybys of comets in the 1980s and 90s also had large widths. While this335

could lead to the speculation that the presence of heavy ions increases the bow shock336

width, that hypothesis cannot be confirmed by our data from Mars. As Table 2 shows,337

the density of heavy planetary ions is lower for the wide than for the thin shocks.338

There is a potential across the shock, which slows the solar wind ions down while339

accelerating the electrons. The electron energy can be used to estimate this potential340

drop (Xu et al., 2021). It is seen in Figs. 2 and 3 that the energy of electrons and ions341

vary in the same way as the other quantities. The energy changes over a short distance342

for the thin ramps and over an outstretched region in the case of the wide ramps. This343

implies that also the potential drop changes over an extended region for the wide ramps344

and that the potential drop is concentrated in a thin layer for the thin ramps. The am-345

plitude of the waves present is higher for the wide than thin ramps, and we suggest that346

in the wide ramps the waves may be able to balance the wider potential drop.347

5 Summary348

In this study wide quasi-perpendicular bow shocks have been compared to thin quasi-349

perpendicular bow shocks. The characteristics of the wide bow shocks show no differ-350

ence in dependence of the bowshock’s location with respect to the planet (sub-solar or351

flank) nor with respect to the magnetosonic Mach number. The wide bow shock events352

show lower upstream density than their thin counterparts, for protons, alpha particles,353

and atomic and molecular oxygen. With this in mind it is particularly interesting that354

they show a higher difference in upstream and downstream temperature, implying a higher355
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Figure 5: Difference in upstream and downstream temperature in x-direction for all
events, ∆Tx = Tdown - Tup over Vx,up.

rate of energy transfer at the wide bow shock. Future studies could look into larger amount356

of events, study the potential drop at the ramp, and perform wave analysis to see how357

waves affect the width of the shock. It will be of particular interest when multi-point mea-358

surements at Mars become available, as it will resolve some of the ambiguity of the shock359

movement and velocity. This study shows that current theory cannot fully describe the360

processes at the bow shock at Mars, and that these conditions affect not only bow shock361

width, but also increases the thermalization of ions at the Martian shock.362

Appendix A Comparison between the quasi-parallel and quasi-perpendicular363

bow shock364

To illustrate the difference between a wide quasi-perpendicular and a wide quasi-365

parallel bow shock we show a crossing of a wide quasi-parallel ramp in Fig. A1, which366

has θbn = 24◦ and 29◦ for the local and model method respectively. Due to the lack of367

discernible start and end of the ramp, it is hard to estimate the width, but an approx-368

imate value for this shock would be around 450 km. An important difference between369

wide quasi-parallel bow shock ramps and quasi-perpendicular ones is the amount of wave370

activity. At quasi-parallel bow shocks particles are reflected and escape upstream along371

the magnetic field lines, creating an extensive foreshock region. Due to the available free372

energy from the reflected particle beam there will be a multitude of instabilities and waves,373

and the solar wind will begin to be decelerated upstream of the bow shock. This makes374

the ramp appear very wide, often with no discernible start and end. At the quasi-perpendicular375

bow shock the reflected particles only reflect at most a gyroradius, and as such the so-376

lar wind in front of the shock less disturbed. At quasi-perpendicular bow shocks we can377

often discern a foot and an overshoot, coming from the reflected particles and sheet cur-378

rent respectively. These are not present at quasi-parallel shocks. In Fig. 2 we can see a379

wide quasi-perpendicular shock, with a wide ramp, but a discernible start and end, and380

a slight overshoot, though small. At the wide quasi-parallel shock in Fig. A1 there is large381
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amplitude wave activity upstream and downstream, it is difficult to discern a beginning382

and end of the ramp, and no foot or overshoot can be identified.383

Figure A1: An approximately 450 km wide quasi-parallel bow shock crossing. The pan-
els show: a) the ion-energy spectrogram, b) the electron-energy spectrogram, (c) the
magnetic field components, (d) the ion density, (e) the velocity components, and f) the
temperature in x-direction.
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Appendix B Event start and end times384

Table B1: Start and end times for wide
events

Start event End event

2014-12-03 09:58:56 2014-12-03 10:20:06
2014-12-04 22:45:55 2014-12-04 23:04:04
2014-12-07 05:29:28 2014-12-07 06:11:47
2014-12-08 21:00:49 2014-12-08 21:12:24
2014-12-10 09:42:36 2014-12-10 09:53:27
2014-12-12 03:01:35 2014-12-12 03:15:58
2014-12-15 11:04:47 2014-12-15 11:19:30
2014-12-16 17:06:30 2014-12-16 17:15:04
2014-12-18 07:46:08 2014-12-18 08:01:48
2014-12-29 00:42:09 2014-12-29 00:56:47
2015-01-02 14:29:10 2015-01-02 14:48:57
2015-01-04 07:40:40 2015-01-04 08:05:06

Table B2: Start and end times for thin
events

Start event End event

2014-11-16 13:09:23 2014-11-16 13:14:41
2014-12-03 01:02:37 2014-12-03 01:06:57
2014-12-05 03:29:22 2014-12-05 03:38:14
2014-12-05 16:46:07 2014-12-05 17:04:38
2014-12-12 14:09:29 2014-12-12 14:26:38
2014-12-13 03:48:06 2014-12-13 04:04:02
2014-12-17 15:52:56 2014-12-17 15:57:55
2014-12-22 22:00:06 2014-12-22 22:11:06
2014-12-23 07:16:52 2014-12-23 07:24:27
2015-01-01 04:08:52 2015-01-01 04:14:25
2015-01-01 15:43:13 2015-01-01 16:01:55
2015-01-04 03:13:54 2015-01-04 03:26:23
2015-01-13 16:07:22 2015-01-13 16:17:46
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